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Editorial  

 

 

H ello Everyone, as usual my thanks goes to all of you who have sent in articles and news items which I 

hope readers will find interesting and useful. In particular I‟d like to bring readers attention to the letter on 

page 5. This letter is going out to all NHS managers to highlight the change in our professional title and the 

importance of employing qualified and registered Health Play Specialists. If your not already familiar with the 

change to the professions title and the reasons for the change I would encourage you all to read the NEC News 

update and the managers letter written by Norma Jun-Tai on pages 4 & 5. Thanks goes to Norma for all the time 

she has put into creating the letter on behalf of NAHPS. Could I also remind people to use the new title of health 

play specialist when submitting articles for publication in the journal.  

Many of you will have already heard that Great Ormond Street Play Service has recently undergone yet another 

service review and that the management structure is being further flattened with the Head of Play Service post 

being dis-established. From July overall strategic responsibility will sit with the Head of Psychology and 3.6WTE 

band 5 ,Team Leaders will be responsible for staff line management, service delivery and business planning, which 

will be overseen by Consultant psychologists within directorates. During the consultation period myself as Head of 

Play Service, Gosh Play Staff, NAHPS and HPSET responded with concerns and evidence as to why it was felt the 

proposed model wasn‟t right, not only for the Play Service at GOSH but for the profession as a whole. Sadly this 

wasn‟t enough to influence the outcome of the consultation but it did show how responsible and passionate play we 

are about our profession.  I‟d like to thank everyone who took the time to contribute and for everyone‟s support over 

the last few months. I‟ve had a fantastic 15 years at GOSH and I've greatly enjoyed working with the team who are 

truly amazing so I‟d like to thank them all for their support and wish them well for the future.  

The deadline for submitting articles for the next edition of the journal is the 7th September. The theme will be 

celebrating fifty years since the first Save the Children‟s play scheme opened. See article on page 7. 

Sue Ware. Production Editor 

 

 

 

W hat a busy few months this has been for all of us, with the usual flurry of Christmas activities, 

pantomimes, visitors and endless present-wrapping.  It has also been a very difficult time for some 

facing more re-structuring, job cuts, departmental cuts and re-grading.  Although NAHPS does not have the power 

of a union, it does have a great deal of combined knowledge and skills in preparing business plans and budget 

proposals.  Skills we are keen to share, to help our members.  Unfortunately, it does seem that now is the time we 

really need to work together to prove our worth; we all know how much money we save our individual Trusts by 

providing excellent play services and preparation, but it is so difficult to quantify this into pounds and pence.  We 

need to prove how invaluable we are. Customer satisfaction surveys, audits and benchmarking are key to providing 

good evidence for managers.  

This is also the time we should be sharing models of good practice.  If there is something you do well, why not write 

about it for your journal and share it with your colleagues?  We are always asking for articles to make our journal 

current, educational and interesting.   

Our spring study day was held on the 20th April 2013 at the Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh and its 

theme was 'Understanding Grief and Loss'.  It was a busy day, with five speakers covering topics such as 

bereavement groups, young people and organ donation and bereavement in schools.  The feedback from the day 

indicated that, as always, it was a great success. 

Our AGM and Conference this year is being held on Friday the 5th July, in Cardiff.  The Conference is called 'Play 

Together - the Impact of Multidisciplinary Team Working', and the theme will be working in partnership with other 

organisations.  It looks to be a fact-filled and fun day, look out for details on our website.  Also look out for the 

launch of our professional standards.  I look forward to seeing you there. 

Have you all seen our new-look website?  It is very exciting for us to have such a great resource to be able to share 

information with our membership, but it is your website too.  If there is anything you would like to see included, 

please let us know.   

Jo Cross Chair of NAHPS  
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Peg Belson lecture 
Following the death of our patron Peg Belson, the NEC 

wanted to acknowledge her tireless commitment to the 

profession along with her inspirational leadership in the 

field of children and young people‟s health.  This year‟s 

AGM and conference will see the launch of the Peg Belson 

lecture which will give HPS an opportunity to showcase 

their innovative practice. You may be aware from the 

website that a call for abstracts was made and we are 

delighted to have received several entries. We are looking 

forward to making this an annual event and know that Peg 

would have approved of such an         occasion to network 

and share good practice  

 

Letter to managers 
NAHPS would like to inform your manager, using the letter 

on page 5, of changes to the professional title, training 

programme, registration procedure and the launch of new 

Occupational Standards. We believe this will alert 

managers to the high standards of the             professional 

role and the value of recruiting qualified HPS.   

Please can you assist us in this process by       

supplying us with the name, address and email of the 

most relevant contact in your organisation?  

Details should be sent to Angela White  

awangelawhite3@gmail.com   

 

Launch of the new Occupational 
Standards 
The July AGM and Conference will see the launch of our 
new Occupational Standards. They have been written in 
order to inform managers and stake holders of the 
knowledge and skills  required to determine competency in 
the professional role.  National Occupational Standards 
define individual competence in performance and will be 
used to benchmark  best practice in what the HPS can do 
and what they know. NAHPS is grateful to individuals such 
as Angela Horsley from the Association of Chief Children‟s 
Nurses, Fiona Smith from the RCN and Suzanne Storer 
from HPSET who took time to advise on the consultation. 
 
Norma Jun-Tai-NAHPS committee member  

mailto:awangelawhite3@gmail.com
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    National Association of Health Play Specialists 
                   Charity Number 1042599 

 
 

T he National Association of Health Play Specialists (NAHPS) is writing to all NHS Trusts and stake holders 
to inform them of the important changes to the education programme and the professional title in order to 

assist in your recruitment of registered practitioners. 
 

  The changes you need to be aware of include: 
  The change of professional title 
  Changes to the education programme 
  A change to the re-registration period  

 

Rationale: Following extensive consultation it was agreed that the Foundation Degree (FdA) in Healthcare Play 

Specialism qualification would replace the previous Hospital Play Specialist training programme in order to offer 

individuals and trusts, a broad range of knowledge and skills required for today‟s NHS. The level 4 (120 credits) 

and 5 ( 120 credits) award has been mapped against NHS Employability Skills which are aligned to the NHS       

Career Framework, the Children‟s Workforce Functional Map and the QCA Key Skills. 

The new graduates hold a qualification in Healthcare Play Specialism and therefore to avoid possible confusion of 

existing titles within Trusts the title of Health Play Specialist (HPS) has replaced Hospital Play Specialist.            

We believe this best reflects the wider range of health related roles achieved through play based interventions inn 

healthcare settings not just in hospitals. The scope of practice encompasses health promotion activities for       

children with chronic illness, adolescent health, preparation and distraction for painful/invasive procedures, sibling 

and family work, children with life limiting conditions, loss and bereavement. 

Although the training programme and professional title has changed, healthcare settings should still expect high 

standards of practice from all HPS regardless of whether they hold the previous or new qualification. However, we 

strongly advocate for the workforce to be qualified HPS. It is our concern that without registration and subsequent 

re-registration of professionals then the health and well being of staff, children and young people may be           

challenged. This situation may arise if: 

 Trusts recruit unqualified play staff to carry out therapeutic play based interventions without the              
 prerequisite training, knowledge and skills. 
 The use of unqualified play staff may compromise the safeguarding of children and young people 
 through a lack of awareness and specialist training. 
 Trusts refer to unqualified staff as Play Specialists 
 Hospital/Health Play Specialists have allowed their registration to lapse and are practicing without 
 registration and a pin number. This means that the HPS has not demonstrated recent competency in 
 the professional role.     

 
The Hospital Play Staff Education Trust (HPSET) is responsible for the education and registration of all qualified 
HPS. Registered practitioners are expected to continue to develop their skills and knowledge in the workplace 
and are required to re-register every two years.  

 
The approved overview of the Occupational Standards is attached to assist you in benchmarking best practice for 
the profession. Further information regarding training, re-registration and professional issues can be found on the 
following websites: www.hpset.org.uk and www.nahps.org.uk  
Patrons: June Jolly. SRN,RSCN. Prof Charles Brook MD, FRCP, Dr Richard Wilson FRCH,FRCPCH DCH. 

Dr Hilary Cass RCPCH 

Written by Norma Jun-Tai– NAHPS committee member, on behalf of NAHPS. 

http://www.hpset.org.uk
http://www.nahps.org.uk
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Royal College of Nursing Joint Children 
and Young People Conference  

October 2012 

I  attended the RCN conference “Making the 

principles of nursing practice work for        

children and young people” along with Alison 

Tonkin, programme lead for the Healthcare Play 

Specialism FdA at Stanmore College. Following 

two successful abstract submissions we           

presented a joint poster on “Promoting the active 

participation of children and young people” and 

an oral presentation entitled “Promoting the value 

of basic play for children and young people in      

hospital”. Both were well received and the 

presentation was particularly topical and got the 

room talking. There were lots of questions from 

nurses in the room who have seen their play    

services cut and they were very interested in the 

cost saving and efficiency improving benefits of 

play. There was a very supportive response and 

excitingly the interest raised from the presentation 

contributed to two articles in leading nursing    

journals in the following months. Nursing      

Standards 24th October 2012, volume 27 

“Newcomers find nursing child‟s play” and       

Children and Young people‟s Nursing (formally 

Paediatric Nursing) volume number 24 issue 10, 

December 2012  entitled “Not just fooling around: 

how play can help young patients overcome their 

fears”. Both these articles have highlighted the 

positive contribution play can make not just to the 

child or young person,  but also our MDT         

colleagues and services. It also touched on the 

role of play specialists in reducing the need for 

inpatient stays or pharmacological interventions 

such as sedation for MRI scans. In times of     

austerity when we are all being affected by 

changes within the health service it is vital we 

keep the profile and value of play high on the 

agenda. I encourage more sharing of the         

contribution play specialists make to the child/

young person‟s health care experience by        

submitting abstracts for conferences and writing 

articles to share in the NAHPS journal and other           

professional journals. NAHPS can offer guidance 

on abstract writing and how to present an article if 

this would be helpful. 

Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 

Health Joint Workshop November 2012 

I was delighted to represent NAHPS at a        

workshop organised by our new patron Dr Hilary 

Cass. It was well attend by representatives from 

professions within child and young people‟s 

health. Its aim is to facilitate MDT health           

professionals discussing the way forward in    

working in collaboration for the best outcomes for     

children and young people. We look forward to 

more joint working with NAHPS and Dr Cass in 

the future. 

Play in hospital week 2012 

National Play in Hospital week held in October 

was a successful event that once again gave our 

profession the opportunity to highlight the work 

we do and the value of play and recreation for 

children and young people in healthcare. A few 

centres generated some excellent publicity for the 

value of play for sick children and young people 

with articles in local press and a feature on 

London Tonight news programme. Feedback was 

mainly positive with comments such as, „holding it 

in  October is better than September‟, „press and 

communication information was helpful‟, and 

„need more activities in the pack for adolescents‟. 

Harry Hill kindly judged the poster competition 

and then came back to visit UCLH to help judge 

our PiHW X-factor contest. We are currently in 

discussions with Starlight Children‟s Foundation 

to review how PiHW moves forward into the       

future. Thanks to Starlight who continue to     

sponsor and support this annual event. We look 

forward to bringing you details of 2013 PiHW at 

this year‟s annual conference in July. Also check 

the website for details.  

Irene O’Donnell-Vice Chair, NEC 
Liz Wilkinson- Play in Hospital Week   
liaison, NEC 



Play In Hospital 

Week 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W e had held another successful Play in 

Hospital Week at the Royal Hospital 

for Sick Children in Edinburgh. 

Some of the play specialists had children draw 

around them to make cardboard cut-outs, and 

these were then painted by the children.  The cut-

outs were hung in the playrooms where children, 

young people and families were invited to write on 

post-it notes about what the play specialists had 

done to help them while they were in the hospital.  

They were also given the opportunity to comment 

if they would like to see any changes regarding 

the Play Department. 

The play specialists who worked on the surgical 

side of the hospital and present the pre-admission 

visits also took this opportunity to commence a 

questionnaire regarding the effectiveness and 

benefits of the visits, preparation prior to going to 

theatre, and the support and distractions offered 

to children by the play specialists while they were 

in the anaesthetic room.  

The range from Starlight made a very successful 

display table, where play staff could interact with 

children and families at the front of the hospital.  

This ran all morning, and the play specialists were 

helped by some of our play volunteers. 

 

Ishbel Proctor 

Play Service Coordinator 

Royal Hospital for Sick Children 

Edinburgh 
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The Birth of  

Hospital Play schemes 

T he first Hospital Play scheme in England  

employing a salaried worker with regular 

hours, and supplied with an allowance for 

equipment, started at the Brook Hospital fifty years 

ago. To mark this, the following account has been 

sent by the     person who was there at the 

beginning: 

It was a conversation between Susan Harvey of 

Save the Children (SCF) Fund (as it was then called) 

and Dr David Morris, consultant paediatrician at the 

Brook Hospital, Woolwich, which led to the setting up 

of the first SCF Hospital Play scheme in September 

1963. 

Those who remember David Morris knew him as an 

unconventional and innovative consultant. As a     

charity, SCF could initiate an experimental project 

without a lot of red tape and bureaucracy. The idea 

was new territory and there were no guidelines for 

working in paediatric wards.  In this environment, tact 

and ingenuity would be called for to apply the 

lessons learnt from child development. 

The idea was mooted not long after the Platt           

Report, which led to the gradual lifting of many        

restrictions on parents' visiting and staying overnight, 

and the recognition of the potential psychological 

damage to children of hospital stays. 

SCF were the employers, and their conditions on   

salary and holidays, etc., ruled. They also supervised 

and advised the worker, which was both essential 

and invaluable.  SCF's policy from the very beginning 

was that this was a pilot venture which, if successful, 

they would at some point ask the NHS to take over, 

while continuing to provide supervision and 

professional support. 

So, tentatively, a cupboard with a lock was obtained, 

together with a variety of equipment, including 

aprons, plastic sheets to protect beds, and slightly 

'messy' items, such as paints, Plasticine and glue. 

The Brook Hospital (now demolished) was a former 
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Fever Hospital with open corridors between 

blocks of wards, which was thought to reduce 

infection.  M2 was a mixed medical ward for 

children, from infants to 12 years old. Some 

stayed for weeks, a few for months. 

For those children not on bed rest, play centred 

on a low table at one end of the large Nightingale 

Ward.  As the table was also used for meals, 

things had to be cleared away at lunchtime.      

Unfortunately, this included nearly all the play 

equipment.  

Due to her work pattern, the play worker did not 

attend Nurses Report, but was given a quick 

briefing each morning by the Sister-in-Charge.  

Nor could she be present at ward staff meetings, 

which included the Consultant, Houseman,     

Social Worker and a psychotherapist.              

The attitude of medical, nursing and other ward 

staff at this time was one of slight bemusement, 

along with interested appreciation. 

The only exception was the ward 'orderly”, who 

resented the mess made on the parquet floor 

which it was her job to polish. Visiting relatives 

were mainly delighted, although some felt slightly 

hurt when the child they had come to visit was so 

absorbed in play that they hardly looked up to 

greet them. 

SCF required a report three times a year, which 

included the number of children involved in play 

activities, some description of the kinds of play, 

any special features or events, and one or two 

case histories.  Susan Harvey visited the scheme 

about every six weeks.  After two more play 

schemes were opened in    London hospitals, the 

first meeting of Hospital Play Specialists took 

place in Susan Harvey‟s house in Hampstead. 

From these small beginnings, there is now        

national recognition of the importance of play    

delivered by paid staff and suitable equipment for 

all children in hospital. 

Gabi Marston 
Formerly: 
HPS Brook Hospital 
The London Hospital 
Tutor, 1st HPS course, Southwark College     

……..it’s for you cos 
you’re good! 
 

T hese are the words of an 11-year-old boy, 

Sam.  He is in year six of primary school. 

Sam came to A+E after falling in his garden and        

sustaining a very nasty gash to the front of his shin, 

just below the left knee.  Sam and his Mum were 

seen and the wound was dressed.  Sam then came 

to Caroline Thorpe Ward.  It had been decided by 

the doctor in A+E that he would probably need an          

operation under a GA, to stitch his wound. 

Sam and his Mum stayed overnight and with the 

help of nursing staff, prepared themselves for 

theatre in the morning. 

An Orthopaedic Consultant, Mr Treble, visited Sam 

first thing and looked at the wound. Mr.Treble asked 

Sam if he thought he would be able to use some       

Entonox and have his leg stitched in the ward         

treatment room.  He went on to explain that, if Sam 

could manage the Entonox gas, he would not need 

an operation.  Sam wasn‟t sure.  “Have a think with 

your Mum,” said Mr Treble, as he left. 

I was asked to assess Sam, to see if he would be 

able to use the Entonox sufficiently/ adequately, in 

order that his leg could be stitched.  I went to see 

Sam and his Mum and introduced myself.  I was a 

little apprehensive as Sam, although not crying, was 

showing signs of distress and his Mum looked very 

unsure and nervous about everything that had been 

mentioned. I chatted to Sam about how he was 

feeling and how he‟d managed to hurt his leg.  After 

a short conversation I asked Sam what the doctor 

had said. 

Sam told me the doctor wanted him to try gas to 

stitch his „gash‟ but he didn‟t know what it was.  His 

Mum said she felt it wouldn‟t be a good idea, but it 

was up to Sam.  I asked if he would let me explain 

and show him how to use the Entonox.  Sam 

agreed.  I showed Sam the mouthpiece used for the 

gas and he practised holding it properly and 

breathing through the mouth.  Sam was able to do 

this well and, while he was practising, I explained 

how the gas worked; he might feel lightheaded or a 



bit dizzy and he would feel giggly.  “Sometimes,” 

I said, “people feel a bit thirsty.”  I continued to 

explain that the gas can relax somebody so well 

that the doctor can mend „gashes‟.  When the 

gash is mended there is no need to use the 

Entonox anymore and the giggly, floating feeling 

goes away.  Sam‟s Mum told Sam she had had 

the gas when he was born and it made her feel 

giggly, but it was fine.  Sam decided to try. 

The Consultant was called and the Entonox 

safety form was completed.  Mr Treble arrived 

with his Registrar.  They were wearing scrubs, 

which Sam found really funny. 

He was wheeled into the treatment room on his 

bed, which was then positioned to give optimum 

room on the left side for the doctors to stitch and 

dress the wound.  

Sam‟s Mum‟s chair was put beside him on the 

right-hand side, by Sam‟s head.  A nurse was   

also kneeling on the right side, with the Entonox 

and access to O2.  Sam was holding the 

mouthpiece attached to the cylinder.  Another 

nurse, Jane, and I were at the foot of the bed.  

After a short chat with the doctor, Sam said he 

was ready.  He started using the Entonox and I 

talked him through the first breaths.  Sam 

stopped for a moment and smiled. “This is really 

weird,” he said, “I feel funny.”  The feeling was 

obviously pleasant, as Sam just began using the 

gas again, with no prompting. 

Laura, the nurse beside Sam, asked if it was 

okay for the doctor to clean his leg.  The 

procedure was in progress.  Sam was told what 

was happening at all times during the cleaning,  

stitching and dressing.  He did not become 

worried or distressed and his Mum was visibly       

relaxing too.  Mr Treble spoke quietly to Sam 

from time to time, checking that he was alright.  

The procedure was soon finished.  The Entonox 

was no longer needed and Sam was quite happy 

that he‟d managed to get ”the stitches done”.  

Sam was extremely co-operative; he had listened 

and taken on board what he was required to do, 

and this helped the doctors work quickly and    

efficiently, and the procedure went well. 

While Mr Treble was removing the dressing    

trolley I said to Sam, “You were brilliant! You 

should have this sticker!”  I had one stuck on the 

end of the finger which I pointed at Sam.  He took 

the sticker and stuck it on his finger as I had.          

Mr Treble asked Sam if he would like him to put it 

on his T-shirt.  “No,” said Sam, “this is for you cos 

you were good!”  At this point everyone was  

smiling and Mr Treble exclaimed, “For me!  Well 

no-one‟s ever given me a sticker before. Thank 

you. And try not to fall over and cut your leg 

again!”  Sam was so proud of himself and his 

Mum so relieved.  She couldn‟t believe Sam had 

“been so brave.” 

We took Sam back to his bed space on the ward.  

I spent some time with him, asking how he felt.  

Other than wanting a drink, he said he was fine 

and couldn‟t wait to go home and tell his friends 

about it.   

I felt I needed to share this particular experience, 

which was very positive for everyone involved.  

Sam, at all times, had been the priority, and all 

the professionals had worked closely together.  

Time had been allowed for everyone to play their 

part and, when the procedure was finished, to 

explore the true feelings of the child. 

 

Fran Greenaway 

Play Specialist   

North Devon District Hospital  
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seven-bedded Paediatric Intensive Care Unit, 
which opened in October 2011. The 5th floor 
ward has nine beds, which are for surgical and 
medical patients, who may stay for short or long 
periods. The 2nd floor ward has sixteen beds.  
Nine are for our patients on the neuro rehab 
ward, and the other seven predominantly for long-
term or emergency patients. Our newest ward, 
which opened in November 2012, is our Day 
Case ward, which has eleven beds. We 
frequently use another ward, which has a 
capacity of 13, as an overflow for our overnight 
surgical patients. Members of the Play Team also 
work within the imaging department and have 
regular attendance in the anaesthetic room, for 
distraction therapy, along with the new minor 

procedures room.  

The play service at the Portland offers a wide 
range of skills and experiences.  I recently        
proposed that a play worker role be created in my 
team, which was accepted. The position was filled 
within four months, and has proven to be a great 
addition. We recently had a Music Therapist join 
the play team one day a week. The work which 
she has done with patients on a 1:1 level and in a 
group environment cannot be praised enough, 
and has resulted in positive outcomes. In 
consequence, the Music Therapist's six-month 

contract has been extended.  

The play team works alongside members of the 
multi-disciplinary team, which is essential to   
practice in order to maintain a high level of     
communication.  Regular meetings are             
programmed to discuss patients' cases. Focus is 
placed on discussing patient goals, patient      
progress and any changes that are required to 
ensure that they are achieving their outcomes. 
We regularly hold joint sessions with the       
Physiotherapist, Occupational Therapist and 
Speech and Language Therapists, in order to  
provide specific distraction therapy to aid patients 
to achieve the best results, in a safe and fun    
environment. My team and I thoroughly enjoy    
working alongside the Clinical Nurse Specialists 
in their specialised areas, both on the wards and, 

occasionally, in outpatients.  

We have two play areas for our inpatients and 
their siblings. They provide a wide range of fun 
and exciting activities, art and craft materials and 
game consoles. We can also offer a range of 
technology equipment, such as iPads, a 3D Vpod 
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Working in a  

Private Hospital 

I  have been the senior play specialist at the 
Portland Hospital, London, since       

February 2006. The Hospital is the only private     
establishment for women and children in the UK. 
With the help of my dedicated team members, 
over the past seven years I have been able to 
develop the play services offered throughout the 
hospital, to meet the needs of our clients. 
However, when I first arrived at the Portland 
Hospital, my job proved to be a different story, 
with just myself and one other health play 
specialist (HPS) in post. There was little in place 
to show how an HPS was expected to interact 
with the children on the wards or with other 
departments. Documentation was non-existent; as 
a result audits were not performed. My team now 
provides a service for multiple departments within 
the hospital, documentation is a daily 
requirement, and children are expected to be 

prepared by an HPS before attending surgery.  

On completion of a 200-hour placement carried 
out at a Hospital in Taunton, a number of aspects 
were highlighted that had not been considered in 
my new job role. The placement provided me with 
a variety of learning experiences and 
opportunities, which accentuated my passion and 
excitement towards my new job role in London as 
an HPS. I was prepared to take on the challenges 

that came with the job.  

I first met with the South-West network group 
during my placement, in September 2004. My 
supervisor at the time asked me to give a 
presentation at a South-West study day on my 
college perspective and what was expected of 

students at that time. 

Since my placement at the hospital, I have           
continued to attend the network group meetings, 
which take place two or three times a year. During 
these meetings I have the opportunity to meet 
other HPSs and gain additional knowledge of new 
and exciting skills, which I am then able to take 

back and utilise in my workplace. 

Throughout my time at the Portland Hospital I 
have helped the Children‟s Service develop. We 
currently have four children‟s wards. One is a 



distraction unit and an omiVista system.  

Harley Street Clinic Hospital is our sister hospital, 
and we link up with the Play Team once a month 
for a network session. We often share patients, 
so the network provides an opportunity to discuss 

patients' progress and highlight any concerns.  

I have stayed with the South-West group ever 
since moving to London, as I feel that it is      
committed, enthusiastic and always keen to      
develop knowledge and skills. I believe that it is a 
wonderful network to be a part of and I would be 
lost without it! I would like to say a big 'thank 
you', especially to Suzanne Haynes and Cath 
Hubbuck, for their continued support and          
enthusiasm over the past ten years to keep the 
South-West network group running. We have had 
fantastic study days in the past, and I look        

forward to the next 10years!  

Emma Sodeke,  

Senior HPS at The Portland Hospital 

 

Mentoring for health play 

specialists  

where are we now? 
“As a mentor you have the privilege and          
responsibility of helping students translate theory 
into practice, and making what is learned in the 
classroom a reality. It is a role that you are      
entrusted with by students, colleagues and most 
importantly, patients. Passing on your knowledge 
and skills is one of the most essential roles you 
can undertake, and it can be very                       
rewarding” (Royal College of Nursing, 2007). 

T he foundation degree in Healthcare Play 
Specialism (FdA HPS) is now in its third 

year. Over 80 students across both delivery    
centres for the degree have been or are currently      
involved in the mentoring process, which in turn 
means over 80 qualified and HPSET registered 
play specialists have been mentors.  The FdA 
programme has successfully completed its initial 
pilot phase at one delivery centre and the first 
FdA HPS graduates were accepted onto the 
HPSET register in August 2012. As the           
programme has evolved, changes in response to 

feedback from students, their mentors and 
workplace or placement settings have been 
made. Experiences have been varied for both 
mentors and mentees but on the whole, the 
majority of those involved feel that the mentoring 
process has been a positive experience. 
However, formal evaluation of the mentoring 
process has identified this as the priority area for 
review and this is s currently being undertaken by 
the Hospital Play Staff Education Trust (HPSET). 
As part of the review process, it is useful to 
reflect on how the mentoring role originated 
within the hospital play specialist (HPS) 
professional qualification. 
In 2008 a consultation exercise was undertaken 
by HPSET to gather views on a new qualification 
that would replace the level 4 BTEC Professional 
Diploma in Specialised Play for Sick Children and 
Young People. The consultation was undertaken 
through the use of a postal questionnaire, with a 
35.2% response rate, with over 75% of these   
being qualified and practicing Hospital Play        
Specialists. Following completion of the           
consultation, a proposal that the new programme 
of study should be a „Foundation Degree (level 5) 
or the equivalent in Scotland and the Republic of        
Ireland‟ was unanimously voted for by the 
HPSET Board (HPSET, 2013a). 
As the new programme was being developed, 
the formal assessment of student‟s performance 
within the workplace was considered to be an  
essential component of the new course. The  
previous model of workplace supervision was no 
longer „fit for purpose‟ and it was felt that student 
supervision had sometimes been a rather     
subjective process as there were no criteria 
against which practice competency could be 
measured. Therefore, the planning of the new 
qualification provided an opportunity to formalise 
the assessment of workplace competencies and 
these were subsequently identified by HPSET in 
the Practice Assessment Handbooks at levels 4 
and 5. For the first time, students would be      
formally assessed in the workplace as part of 
their training. The original consultation had      
indicated that whatever the new course was, just 
under 80% of respondents felt that supervision/
mentoring of work based practice should be    
undertaken by a HPSET registered HPS,        
meaning the assessment of student‟s applied 
knowledge and skills within the workplace would 
be the responsibility of the HPS profession itself.  
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To capture student learning and monitor their progress within the workplace, mentoring was adopted 
as the means by which student competency would be assessed. Mentoring is seen as “a positive tool 
to enhance quality [through]...someone who is there to help, support and guide another into a place 
of greater knowledge, understanding and usefulness” (Society and College of Radiographers, 2009). 
However, mentoring is not a universal process and there are variations in how mentoring is perceived 
and practiced. For example, the following examples of how mentoring is used in practice are in direct 
opposition to one another, yet both are used within the healthcare setting: -  

 

 
 
The foundation degree in Healthcare Play Specialism (FdA HPS) uses the Royal College of Nursing 
(RCN) model whereby successful completion of workplace competencies requires the assessment 
and monitoring of student performance. As a result, the mentoring process was developed using, with 
kind permission, the RCN toolkit for guidance. Within this toolkit, mentors are seen as “a key support 
to students in practice; this is where students apply their knowledge, learn key skills and achieve the 
required competence for registration” (RCN, 2007).  
 
In order to support students, mentors should be formally prepared (RCN, 2007) and formal training 
for mentors and mentees is one of six primary characteristics identified by the Society and College of 
Radiographers (SCoR) (2009) for formal mentoring. Mentor training is probably the one area that   
produces more enquiries than any other element of the course, both by potential work based settings, 
prospective mentors or just those practitioners interested in what the mentoring role involves.     
Therefore, being prepared for undertaking the mentoring role needs to be enabled through effective 
preparation and support.  
 
Currently, there is no formal training prior to becoming a mentor and both students and mentors are 
inducted together a few days before the course begins. However, the mentoring process, particularly 
for prospective students who want to undertake voluntary placements, begins when initial enquires to 
the setting are made and feedback suggests that practitioners do not feel prepared or know what 
their role will be when these initial enquires are made. This is particularly important as mentors will 
ultimately be responsible for assessing their student‟s fitness for practice and eligibility for registration 
(HPSET, 2013).  
 
However, mentoring is not just for developing and training students. According to the SCoR (2009, p. 
2) “Mentoring is a dynamic process which needs to be able to change, and enable change,      
throughout the different career stages”. Mentoring is also seen as a positive tool to support the       
development of practice no matter how long you have been qualified, and play specialists are 
generally known to be willing to share what they know between themselves and also across the             
multidisciplinary team (Department of Health, 2003). This is in line with the expectation that all 
healthcare professionals have a responsibility to „mentor‟ and develop their peers and this is often   
articulated within professional codes of conduct (SCoR, 2009).  
 
HPSET are now working on the production of a mentoring toolkit. This will include a range of practical 
tools and strategies to enhance the mentoring process, which in turn, should raise the profile and   
significance of mentoring, both formally and informally, within the profession. Once again, the need to 
involve the profession as a whole is considered an essential part of the review process and therefore, 

Society and College of Radiographers (2009, p.2) Royal College of Nursing (2007, p.3) 

“Mentoring should be a positive, facilitative and 

developmental activity which is not related, nor 

forms part of, organisational systems of 

assessment or monitoring of performance” 

A mentor is…. 

“An NMC registrant who has met the outcomes 

of stage 2 of the mentor standard (NMC 2006a), 

and who facilitates learning, and supervises 

and assesses students in a practice setting” 

Articles 
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opportunities to be involved in the development of this next phase of HPS mentorship will seek your 
views and opinions.  
 
Further reading: 

 
 
References: 
Department of Health (2003) Getting the right start: National Service Framework for Children 
Standard for Hospital Services. http://www.nhs.uk/NHSEngland/AboutNHSservices/Documents/
NSF%20children%20in%20hospitlalDH_4067251[1].pdf  Accessed 27 April 2013.  
HPSET (2013a) Training to be a Hospital Play Specialist: History. http://www.hpset.org.uk/
history.html Accessed 26 April 2013. 
Society and College of Radiographers (2009) Mentoring: Guidance and advice. London: Society and 
College of Radiographers.  
Walsh, D. (2010) The Nurse Mentor's Handbook: Supporting Students in Clinical Practice. Open 
University Press. 
 

Alison Tonkin 
Programme Leader FdA Healthcare Play Specialism, Stanmore College. 
Board member HPSET 
 

 

For an excellent overview of the mentoring process, the following chapter is available to download 

under an open access agreement: 

Walsh, D. (2010) Chapter 2 - The effective mentor  

http://www.mcgraw-hill.co.uk/openup/chapters/9780335237210.pdf  
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members details, but this has proved too difficult 

to manage and maintain, so now what happens 

is: a member asks a question/wants advice, they 

email me, I email their question to the group and 

if members are able to offer advice, they do!                            

SIMPLE! 

2012 

Our Spring 2012 study day held in May was   

hosted by myself, in Taunton.  

We opened the day to university students and 

others and were able to welcome three guest 

speakers whose knowledge gave us an             

exceptional study day. 

Dr Nicky Harris, Medical Director at the time at 

Charlton Farm gave us an update from            

Children‟s‟ hospice South West, with a clear   

overview of the work of the  hospices, as we now 

have three in the South West. 

Marion Miller, a Sleep Practitioner was able to 

give us some invaluable knowledge to share with 

parents who have children with problematic sleep 

issues. How many of you have been told, my 

child does not sleep? Especially those with     

complex needs. 

Laila Emms, a communication specialist at a    

local specialist school, gave a wonderful practical 

session on how we can learn to communicate 

with our children and young people who have no 

verbal communication. As we know when these 

patients are in our care they can be very           

vulnerable. Our role can be key to supporting 

them. We were given some helpful practical      

advice. 

In November our member Emma Sodeke, HPS, 

hosted our Autumn Study Day at The Portland 

Hospital in central London. It felt like a real trip 

out to see what private paediatrics services are 

all about! Emma and her colleague, Manisha, 

have such key roles with the service that is 

provided for a very specialised in-patient 

population. Their work has similarities to that of 

their colleagues in the NHS but many things are 

very different  as Emma has shared in her article 

on pages 10 &11.                                                        
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Branch News  

   

  

   

 

 

Network South West to 

Celebrate  

10 years in 2013 

A s a group we have grown in numbers, 

forged new friendships and shared        

experiences over the last 10 years. Wow, 

where has the time gone?  

It takes commitment and dedication to make a 

group such as this continue to be useful to its 

members but I feel we have achieved this by 

evolving and catering for the needs of our    

members who work in such a large geographical 

area.  

We have members working in London and outer 

London as well as in the South West, which is 

great. I am very grateful for the support from  

everyone and especially Cath Hubbuck,  Jo Cross, 

Gill Caddy, Emma Sodeke, Debbie Charles, Fran 

Greenaway and all the lovely play staff who have 

given me such incredible support. Just bouncing 

ideas with you all has been        tremendous. 

Cath Hubbuck and I had the vision to establish a 

group to support staff across the region when we 

were training together in 2001. It can be achieved 

and running a network group does take time but 

with email communication things are made easy. 

With the changing nature of todays NHS it proved 

too difficult to continue to have three study days a 

year, so we now meet twice, Spring and Autumn. 

Each play team hosts and organises the day, 

supported by myself and with finances agreed by 

our treasurers based at The Royal Cornwall, so, 

many thanks to them. Members pay a very 

minimal £10 per study day and we feel this is 

great value for money. 

For several years we have held a database with 



went on to say that it was time to listen to children, 

young people and their families who need to be 

treated in an appropriate environment that met 

their needs. An independent group of experts has 

been established to help develop a new strategy 

for improving care for children and young people. 

Available to view see link; http://www.dh.gov.uk/

health/2012/01/children-forum. 

Sir Al Aynsley Green KT was a passionate 

speaker who embraced the opportunity to speak 

frankly as an independent who is able to challenge 

the Health service and make people sit up and 

take notice. He spoke of the need to remove 

complacency that all is well in our health service, 

we are at the bottom of league tables when it 

comes to positive health outcomes and we provide 

poor quality emotional and mental health care. Sir 

Al quoted from the 2004 NSF, the 2010 Kennedy 

Review and Every Child Matters saying we don‟t 

need any more reports and that children were 

betrayed by politicians turning “must do‟s” into 

“aspirations”. This was “a unique opportunity lost 

forever”.  We need the Health Forum to truly 

represent the best interests of children and young 

people and we need to effectively lobby 

parliament for changes to our health care. 

Other speakers included Dr Kathryn Bannell, a GP 

who spoke of the changing roles of the GP while 

linking hospital and community care. Dr Mark 

Whiting and Katie Booth represented the “Well 

child” nurses. At present there are at least 6,000 

children at home with gastrostomies that are 

technology dependant, the well child nurse 

support children with complex health needs to be 

better at home. Dr Carol Ewing from The Royal 

Manchester Children‟s Hospital shared her views 

on current challenges within the health service; 

poor outcomes, inconsistencies and fragmentation 

of care, obesity, safe guarding and the transition 

from children‟s to adults health care. Dr Raphael 

Kelvin spoke about children and young people 

with mental health problems and improving their 

outcomes. 

A greeting address was given by EACH              
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2013 

Saturday 18th May sees our 10th year celebration 

and we are  traveling to Gloucester where the 

team are planning a day to mark the occasion. 

We plan to continue as a group and hope to be 

still writing updates for the journal in another 10 

years, so I would really like to hear from anyone 

reading this who does not belong to a network 

group and would like to!  We offer support and 

advice by emails and we would love you to join 

us for one of our low priced study days. We 

welcome you wherever you work. 

In the meantime I am contactable via email 

Suzanne@millmeaddow.co.uk 

 

Suzanne Heayns 

HPS Musgrove Park Hospital, Taunton 

Member of Network South West. 

 

 

Action for Sick Children and  

Wellchild joint conference: 

Who Cares? Supporting children 
and young people through  

changes in healthcare 

Manchester Friday 19th October 2012 

T he conference began with a welcome 

from Pam Barnes who is Chairman of 

Action for sick children. Pam explained that the 

one day conference formed a key part of the 

EACH (European Action for Children in Hospital) 

general assembly which had run for 4 days. This 

day was open to healthcare professionals and 

families giving them the opportunity to listen to 

experts and put forward views and ask questions. 

Setting the scene for the day was Professor Ian 

Lewis who is the Medical Director of Alder Hey 

Children‟s NHS FT. Professor Lewis gave a 

startling opening by stating that the UK has one 

of the highest child mortality rates in the world; at 

least five children die each day in this country. He 



co-ordinator, Dr Sylvie Rosenberg Reiner where 

she outlined the EACH charter and welcomed          

delegates from all over Europe, Finland and      

Japan. 

Dr Hilary Cass reviewed the day stating that 

health care professionals need to be more          

politically aware, work together and give a voice 

back to children. 

A round the table discussion took place after 

lunch chaired by Professor Sir Robert Boyd with 

Julie Whitaker a Hospital Play Specialist, Rachel 

Ashton a 6th form college student, Emma Twigg a 

paediatric clinical psychologist and Beverley    

Dargan a parent. A rousing discussion took place 

with written questions being submitted from the 

audience, most of these were covering the topic 

of play specialists with plenty of audience 

participation coming from play staff representing 

Wales, Scotland and England. It was incredibly             

reassuring to hear so many highly regarded 

health care professionals acknowledging the role 

that play specialists have in our health care     

systems. It was however made very clear that we 

(play specialists) need to become more proactive 

and raise our profile at a high level within the 

NHS. 

 The day was a resounding success and was a 

great opportunity to network with play specialists 

from around the globe. I was proud to be able to 

represent NAHPS for the first time at an           

international conference. 

 

Vanessa Daniels NNEB, HPS 

Play Co-ordinator 

Children’s Play Services 

University Hospitals of Leicester.  
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Conference update 

Membership Reminder 

Membership Fees can be paid 

in two ways: 

Standing Order: The easiest 

way for  NAHPS  to receive 

fees, is if you set up a 

Standing Order starting from 

the 6th April. If you don‟t 

already pay in that way but 

would like to please email: 

angelawhite3@gmail.com  for 

a Standing Order form. 

Payment by Cheque: 

Cheques should be made 

payable to NAHPS and have 

your full name and address on 

the back. Please email 

awangelawhite3@gmail.com  

if you would like a receipt. 

Please check on the 

membership form at the back 

of the journal how much you 

should be paying. Any 

questions about membership 

fees should be directed to: 

Angela White via email, as 

provided above. 

Angela White  

NAHPS ADMINISTRATOR  

mailto:angelawhite3@gmail.com
mailto:awangelawhite3@gmail.com
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          National Association of Health Play Staff 
Annual Conference and AGM 

5th July 2013 
Maldron Hotel, St Mary’s Street, Cardiff. CF10 1GD 

Members £69 and Non Members £89 
Chair - Jo Cross 
9.30am to 4pm 

Registration and coffee from 8.30am 
Refreshments and lunch included 

 
Play Together – The impact of multidisciplinary team working  

Once again the National Executive Committee are pleased to offer you a packed day of presentations and 
workshops relevant to all Health Play Specialists and Allied Professionals. These presentations will open 

debate amongst you and point the way for you to develop your place within the multidisciplinary team. 
Working together ensures the best outcome for children and their families and reinforces the role of play 

ensuring that it remains a central focus in the clinical and medical treatments that children and young      
people will undergo. 

 
Speakers:  

Frances Binns HPS. BA Cert Ed.DPQS. PAC. NNEB  
Therapeutic & Specialised Play Consultant Professional Lead and Autism Project Manager Lead. 
Northern Play Healthcare Network Benchmarking Lead. Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital. 

 
Dr Bernie H Whittaker RN BAppSci (Adv Nur) MNSt. Ph.D Top - Down Pain Control 

 
Laura Walters HPS 

Radiotherapy Play Specialist, University College London Hospital 
 

Sandra Dumitrescu HPS  
Therapeutic Services Manager, Ty Hafan Hospice- the family hospice for young lives.  

 
Association of Paediatric Anaesthetists  

Content and speaker to be confirmed 
In addition the day will include the following items. 

NAHPS Annual General Meeting 
 Launch of the „Peg Belson‟ Memorial Lecture  

Call for Abstracts for the „Hugh Jolly‟ Memorial Lecture 2013   
New Occupational Standards  
Play in Hospital Week 2013  

Poster Presentations   
This flyer is not an accurate order of the day as the final order of events has yet to be decided 

It is not too late to submit a poster presentation for the conference –  please contact Angela White 
 

 

Closing Date for booking forms 28th June 2013 
Any questions? Email Angela White: awangelawhite3@gmail.com 

Return the booking form to Angela White, 13 Colville Road, Cambridge. CB1 9EJ 

mailto:awangelawhite3@gmail.com


HPS course information 

Foundation Degree (FdA) Healthcare Play Specialism  

INTRODUCTION 

The Foundation Degree in Healthcare Play Specialism is a two-year course for people who have experience in working with 
children and young people to develop professional competence in the field of therapeutic play for children in a hospital or   
community setting.   

Description 

The Foundation Degree will enable individuals working in a play specialist role within a healthcare setting to develop          
practical skills and knowledge, leading to registration with the Hospital Play Staff Education Trust (HPSET), which is the regis-
tration body for the profession of Healthcare Play Specialism. 

The course is a two-year day-release course, linking theory to practice. The emphasis is on the balance between taught ele-
ments and facilitated learning within the practitioner‟s own workplace.  

The course runs at Bolton College from September to June, every Tuesday from 9.30am to 5.00pm. 

Fees for 2011-2012 have not been set, but to give you an indication, the fees for the last course were set at £1,500 per year. 
Registration with HPSET is in addition. 

Entry Requirements 

GCSE Maths and English or equivalent Level 2 or above qualifications in Literacy and Numeracy 

Minimum of a current Level 3 qualification in childcare or a related field 

Minimum of two years‟ employment working with children, after gaining the Level 3 qualification 

Good communication skills 

Evidence of continuous professional development 

Evidence of current, regular and relevant employment in the sector 

Identification of a registered play specialist who agrees to act as work-based mentor 

Commitment to negotiate and complete a 200-hour placement each year, if not already employed in a hospital 

Assessment 

Academic essays, literature reviews, written reports, folder of evidence and exercises through the VLE (Moodle). Assessment 
of practical skills is undertaken in the workplace throughout both Level 4 and Level 5 of the course. 

Career Opportunities 

Registration with HPSET as a registered Healthcare Play Specialist. 

Management posts within the NHS 

Opportunity to acquire graduate status by completing a Level 6 „top up‟ course followed by post graduate opportunities. 

For more information 

Kathryn Terry 

HPS Course Leader 

Curriculum Leader – Care Services 

Kathryn.terry@boltoncc.ac.uk 
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HPS course information 

Foundation Degree (FdA) Healthcare Play Specialism 

Subject Group Child Health, 

Course Title Foundation Degree (FdA) in Healthcare Play Specialism 

Exit Points Level 4: Certificate in Higher Education (end of Year 1) 

Level 5: Foundation Degree (FdA) 

(end of Year 2) 

Subject Child Health 

Location (where the course is to be taught) Stanmore College 

Study Mode Taught part time 

Course Duration 2 years 

Study Level Level 4 (1st year); level 5 (2nd year) 

Start Date September 2010 

UCAS Code (if applicable)   n/a 

Description One 

Summary (short, marketing style description 
of the course, see TVU Website for examples) 

This Foundation Degree will enable individuals working or volunteering in a 
play specialist role within a healthcare setting to develop practical skills and 
knowledge, leading to registration with the Hospital Play Staff Education 
Trust (HPSET), the registration body for the profession, as a registered play 
specialist (health) 

The course is a two-year, flexible, work-based approach (part time and day 
release) linking theory into practice.  The emphasis is on the balance 
between taught elements and facilitated learning within the practitioner‟s own 
workplace. 

Distinctive Course Features This degree addresses the Every Child Matters Agenda 
Work Based Learning 
Aligned to the NHS Career Framework 
Designed in association with HPSET 
Guaranteed access to complete degree studies at level 6 on successful 
completion of levels 4 and 5. 
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Details Modules enabling achievement of 120 credits at level 4 in the first year and 
120 credits at level 5 in the second year. Preparation for study at higher level 
(level 6) enabling career progression and graduate status. 

Student Support This course places considerable emphasis on the development of study skills 
to enable students to gain confidence in academic writing. 

It also requires assessment of practical skills and this will be achieved 
through mentorship within the workplace. Support is provided within the 
modules by the module leader and in the workplace by a dedicated mentor. 
The Programme Leader also provides personal tutorial support. 
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Typical skills on entry Level 2 Literacy and Numeracy. 

Level 3 qualification in Childcare or a related field 

Entry and Exit 

Academic Summary of Course (as per 
validation documents) 

120 credits at level 4 
120 credits at level 5 
QCA Key Skills (Level 3) in Application of Number, Communication; 

information Technology; Improving own learning and performance; 
Problem Solving and Working with others. 

Teaching Methods Tutor-led learning (taught sessions, workshops, directed e-learning) 
Group learning (group work, seminars) 
Work based learning (mentors/practice teachers) 
Self-directed learning (action learning sets, learning contracts) 

Learning Materials Programme Handbook, Module Study Guides, Directed Reading, IT 
databases, Study Space/Moodle (Virtual Learning Environment) 

Assessment A wide variety of assessment tools are used.  These include: academic 
essay, literature review, written reports, folder of evidence and exercises 
through Study Space/Moodle. Assessment of practical skills within the 
workplace is also undertaken at levels 4 and 5. 

QAA Benchmarking There are no existing QAA benchmarks for Levels 4 and 5 for the profession.  
However, generic Foundation Degree Qualification Benchmarks (QAA, 2004) 
have been mapped against the module learning outcomes for each module 
within the programme to ensure the necessary theoretical and practical skills 
have been incorporated into the FdA programme. 

This Foundation Degree has also been mapped against NHS Employability 
Skills, which are aligned to the NHS Career Framework, The Children‟s 
Workforce Network Functional Map and QCA Key Skills at Level 3 to ensure 
that the module content and choice of theoretical assessments within the 
Foundation Degree are compatible and supportive of the development of the 
play specialist role. 

Description Two 

HPS course information 

Entry Criteria GCSE Maths and English or equivalent Level 2 or above qualifications in     
Literacy and Numeracy. 

Minimum of a current level 3 qualification in Childcare or a related field 

2 years work experience in a related field 

Good communication skills 

Evidence of employment or voluntary work in the sector 

Identification and confirmation of a registered play specialist who will be your 
work based mentor 

Skills on course completion Effective reflective practice to work towards 

Effective communication skills 

Effective team working skills 

Academic writing at Level 5 

Practical work based competencies 

Career Opportunities Registration with HPSET as a registered play specialist (health) 

Senior management posts within the NHS 

Graduate status on completion of Level 6, leading to post graduate               
opportunities 

Stanmore College details continued: 
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Entry Criteria GCSE Maths and English or equivalent Level 2 or above qualifications in 
Literacy and Numeracy. 

Minimum of a current level 3 qualification in Childcare or a related field 

2 years work experience in a related field 

Good communication skills 

Evidence of employment or voluntary work in the sector 

Identification and confirmation of a registered play specialist who will be 
your work based mentor 

Skills on course completion Effective reflective practice to work towards 

Effective communication skills 

Effective team working skills 

Academic writing at Level 5 

Practical work based competencies 

Career Opportunities Registration with HPSET as a registered play specialist (health) 

Senior management posts within the NHS 

Graduate status on completion of Level 6, leading to post graduate oppor-
tunities 

Contact details: 

Enquiry Address Stanmore College 

Elm Park 

Stanmore 

Middlesex 

HA7 4BQ 

Telephone 020 8420 7700 

Fax 020 8420 6502 

Email ishah@stanmore.ac.uk 

Web Page (only if there is a specific web page or 
site for this course) 

www.stanmore.ac.uk 

Academic Contact Alison Tonkin 

HPS course information 

 

 

    Wales course update : 

Cardiff and Vale College are awaiting validation for the FdA in Healthcare Play Specialism and are     

hoping to run the course from September 2013.   

For all inquiries please contact: Andrea Morgans at: amorgans@cavc.ac.uk'? 
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NAHPS Publications Order Form 
The “Play Focus” information sheets are written by experienced Hospital Play Specialists. With             

suggestions for well tried activities and approaches, these publications give advice for the play and        

environmental needs of sick children and young people. 

 

Please Send Your Order & Remittance To:- 

NAHPS Publication Officer, Sue Simpson, 50 Illtyd Avenue, Llantwit Major, Vale of Glamorgan 

CF61 1TH 

Name (PRINT)………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address (PRINT)……………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Play Focus’s marked with * are either NEW or UPDATED 

A SELF – ADDRESSED ADHESIVE LABEL WOULD BE VERY HELPFUL 

“Gift Aid: Yes, I would like the National Association of Hospital Play Staff to claim Gift Tax on my dona-

tion. I confirm that I pay UK income or capital gains tax at least equal to the tax that NAHPS will reclaim”. 

 

 Information Correct May 2013 

PLAY FOCUS COST 

£ 

NUMBER RE-

QUIRED 

TOTAL 

COST 

Messy Play for Children in Hospital 2.00     

Undergoing Oncology/Haematology Treatment * 4.50     

Pets in Hospital 2.00     

Toddlers in Hospital 2.00     

In the X-ray Department 2.00     

The Use of Puppets in Hospital 2.00     

Visual Impairment * 4.50     

Play in Out-Patients 2.00     

Music for Children in Hospital 2.00     

Children in Isolation * 4.50     

Adolescents in Hospital 2.00     

Baby Play in Hospital 2.00     

Siblings 2.00     

Play in the Emergency Department * 4.50     

Preparation for Surgery and Medical Procedures * 4.50     

Distraction * 4.50     

Play for Health – Delivering and Auditing Quality in Hospital Play Ser-

vices (inc P&P) 

18.49     

Postage & packing for Overseas and Eire please add 20p per £1 

of order. 

      

Donation to Charity 

Tick for Gift Aid. “See Below” 

      

Total Enclosed – Cheques Payable To NAHPS       



National Association of Health Play Specialists  
Registered Charity No. 1042599 

Full Members: Play staff with a qualification approved by 

NAHPS (HPSEB or equivalent).  Full members receive 

our biannual professional Journal, details of study days, 

publication lists and the opportunity for  

member's discounts to events and for NAHPS literature.  

They are also entitled to full voting rights at AGMs and 

EGMs and so have their say in decisions and how the 

profession is shaped.  

Associate Members: Play staff not holding the           

approved qualification and/or persons interested in      

furthering the work of NAHPS.  Associate members        

receive our biannual professional Journal, details of study 

days, publication lists and the opportunity for member's 

discounts to events and for NAHPS literature. We  

particularly value the support of Associate members in 

our work to improve the quality of play services for      

children in hospital. 

Student Members: Students undertaking an HPSET  

course. Student members receive our biannual  

professional Journal, newsletters, details of study days,  

publication lists and the opportunity for member's  

discounts to events and for NAHPS literature. 

Corporate Members: Affiliated or interested  

organisations approved by the Association in General 

Meeting. Corporate members receive two copies of our 

biannual professional Journal,  details of study days, pub-

lication lists and the opportunity for member's discounts 

to events and for  

NAHPS literature. Groups of play specialists are not  

eligible. 

Retired Members: Retired Play Staff aged 55+will       

receive our biannual professional journal. 

  
Application Form 

Name 

Home Address 

  

  

Home Tel. No./ E-mail 

Place of Work 

Address 

  

  

Work Tel. No./E-mail 

Title of Post 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Full Member 

Year Training Completed 

College 

Student Member 

Year training Commenced 

College 

Corporate Member 

Name of Organisation 

Contact Person 

Retired Member 

Date of Birth 

Signature                                                                                   Date 

Please tick fee enclosed 

Full Member   £30 …..   Associate Member £25 …..   Student Member £20 ….. Corporate Member £50 ….. Retired Member £20….. 

Standing Order Amount............... Donation to the work of the Charity £…… 

Please make your cheque or postal order payable to NAHPS 

If you wish to pay by Standing Order contact Angela White by email at awangelawhite3@gmail.com  
 Please return to Angela White. 13 Colville Rd, Cambridge. CB1 9EJ  

mailto:awangelawhite3@gmail.com


   

     Hugh Jolly Conference  
 

4th  December 2013 at Weston House,  

Great Ormond Street, London 

Members £35 -  Non Members £40 
Including re registration and mentorship 

 Workshops 2pm - 4.30pm 

 Hugh Jolly Memorial Lecture 6.30 to 7.30pm – Free 
Light refreshments will be available in the reception area of  

Weston House from 5.45 - 6.15 

 

Request for abstracts will be made  

at the NAHPS AGM conference  

On July 5th, in Cardiff  
(Full AGM conference details on page 17) 


